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If we have not found the truth we should be
humble about it. There are many prophecies
about this era that is called Kali Yuga.
Throughout the ages there have been many
seekers of truth. They often fled to mountains
and valleys to meditate and seek God.... It
was prophesied that in the time of Kali Yuga,
the age of confusion and illusion when there

"te 
tiany destructive forces at work, these

saints would be born as householders. Be-
cause of the turmoil, they would seek the
truth and be rewarded bY finding it.

The knowledge of Kundalini awakening is
very ancient. Great Indian saints who had
their realization wrote about it, starting with
Brigumuni in his work, Nadigrantha.
Gnineshwara and Adishankaracharya also
wrote about it-they were called heretics by
the religious hierarchy and tortured. Kabira
wrote that "the whole world is blind." In
modern times people have also written manl
things about Kundalini that are false. "I will
tell you the truth."

All the scriptures give the same message-
that one must become the Spirit, one must
know oneself. Scientists think they know
everything, but they only see things from the
outside. With Sahaja Yoga you see things
from inside. Once you get your realization,
you'll all experience the same sensations on
yow hands: for example, this finger relates to
Shri Krishna. It all relates. Mythology is not
all absurd. Ninety percent is absolutely what
it was. '"We go to temples. We think going to
temples is very good. But we don't know
what we are doing, what we are praying.
Whom are we praying to? What are these
Deities? How do they work in us? What is
their job? How to please them?" The Sahaia
Yogis sitting here know these things.

When there is light, everyone feels the same
"because the Spirit is the reflection of God

Almighty. It's One God who reflects-
SadaJhiva, Sadashiva who is a Witness to tbe
work of the Primordial Mother, Adi Shakti.
He is just witnessing the play.... ln you He
is witnessing as Atma but He doesn't come
into your attention.... His attention is only
limited because He has not to any way inter-
fere with your freedom. So He keeps to
Himself. He is just watching. That is the auto'
when we say autonomous nerwus system, tbat
is the auto, the Spirit."

"It is the reflection of one Sadashiv. Naturally
all the reflections have to be the same'" Theh
effects have to be the same. Before realization
it is a reflection onto something opaque (that
will not reflect). "After realization you become
reflectors, beautiful reflectors". and everyone-
reflects the same thing. So the effect of
atmasaklwtl,nr Gelf-realization) is the same on
every person-that first he starts feeling this
cool- breeze in his hands, then out of his
fontanelle bone area. All of them feel the same
way. Then they start feeling these centers and
finding out what's wrong. A1t9, u4 of them
become thoughtlessly aware, the first sqgg
which you call as niraidara samadhi.
lnstantaneously it works out. You may say'
'Mother, it's very difficult... people had to go
to the Himalayas....' Those days are gone.
After all, this tree of civilization has grown so
big, its roots have to be grown. Otherwise the
wfiole civilization will be finished. And this is
the knowledge of the roots and that's why to
know this knowledge you have to become
subtler--sukshna. This is only possible when
the Kundalini rises and pierces through yow
fontanelle bone and makes you connected
with the all pervading Power of God's love.
So the first thing that you feel is collective
consciousness because everybody is the Spirit.
So you can feel another Atma." You can feel
their body, their mind, anything. "\rVhatever
you have got in your evolution is explesled
bn your central nervous system." For
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example/ a dog can pass through a very dirty
lane, but for human beings it is very difficult
because in our evolution our central nervous
system has developed a sense of smell and
beauty. '"VVe human beings are definitely
higher than animals in our evolution and in
our subtler sensitivities.... But in the human
stage we have one problem and that problem
is that we have developed two institutions in
our head called as ego and super-ego." These
cross over in our head and ealcify and we
become a closed personality. "IrVhen the
Kundalini rises She passes through this Agnya
chakra which is on the optic chiasma and
sucks in these two, opens the Sahasrara, and
the Kundalini goes up."

"It's aliving process of a living God, and of a
living energy." The Kundalini is your Mother.
She moves very beautifully without troubling
you. She knows Her child very well; She has
loved you all your lives. When She pierces
through the Brahmarandra, the seat of
Sadashiva in the head, then we have acfually
touched the Feet of Sadashiva and that's how
in our heart, the Spirit enters into our
attention. When the spirit enters into our
attention. Then our attention becomes
enlightened. This attention is very alert, it
knows everything. For example, sitting here,
you can know about people who are
somewhere else-on the chakras. You can
cure them but they have to one be with this
all pervading power.

"Yor beco me niraiclnra samadhiand you start
working out your collective eonsciousness by
glving realization to others"... You ean do it
also, because now you have the power." The
problem is that you have been given the
throne but you don't want to believe that you
have become the king. Self-confidence is very
difficutt. People cannot believe that they have
got self-realieation and that they can
accomplish something with it; they are afraid.
But all these horrible chmts have no
realization, no kr:lowledge. They become the
great 'gums', have thousands of people
behind them, make money and spoil their

lives. 'l[hile those who are Sahaja Yogis who
have all the knowledg*everything+till
they are so humble, they are so simple, but
they know about everyone who comes....
Collectively they will work on that person.
You will not know what they are doing and it
will work out."

'The second nature of the Spirit-apart from
that it is a collective being, it is an absolute
being.... If you put your hands towards a
photograph, immediately if it is made by a
realized soul you will start getting the
vibrations." The answer to any question can
be found out through vibrations. Everything
can be proved.

This cltitta (attention), which is so dynamic
and effective, also purifies you. It knows
where your problem is, what chakra is
catching. After realization, you start iudging
yourself, you know what's wrong with you,
how to clear it out and work it out. So you
cleanse yourself.

"But the greatest cleansing comes when you
are collective." Many people take Shri Mataji's
photograph, do puja and meditate but still
again they get the same trouble. "You have to
be in the collective. That is a very important
part of Sahaja Yoga." Now you don't have to
go to Himalayas or jump in the Ganges. You
don't have to do any fasting or japas. 'CInly
one thing: you be collective. Collective is the
ocean of the attention of Almighty. Once you
are in the collective you get cleansed." There
are people who are very rich, very well
educated. They find it difficult to come down
to a humble place, to the Sahaj" Yoga center.
It's Mothe/s House. 'Thev don't come and
then they lose vibrations.... This is a very
corlmon failing, specially in lndia." In the
West it is not there because they know what
a precious thing they have all achieved.

"Iflhen the Kundalini passes through your
Agnya chakra you become thoughtlessly
aware. A thought rises and falls, another
thought rises and falls. Some come from the
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past, some come from the future, but we are
irot in the present.... That's why Kundalini
awakening is a happening which attracts your
attention inside...." When the Kundalini
pierces through then there is a space in
Letween the thought called uilamba-that
increases, that is the present. Then we are
thoughtless.

"So the growth only takes place when you are
thoughtlessly aware and that can be achieved
withiollectivity as well as in your meditation
for which you don't have to PaY:' Some
people give an introductory lecture, followed
by anoiher lecture about banking. Not in
Sitrala Yoga. Reality cannot be purchased.
God'doesn-'t know money; He has not made
money. A hall has to be paid for, brrt it is for
the hall, not for God. For awakening and
enlightenment we cannot charge any money.
"Even for darshan, I'm told people charge
money.... How can they rise to the level of the
Spirit?"

"So the relationship with God if it has to
establish, we have lo become first of all the
Spirit." One may certify oneself, but it's no
gbod, no use. 'nVe must evaluate our human
life. What is it for? Is it for just insurance... or
is it for something that we become the light of
the world? So this light of the Spirit spreads
in the attention and the attention becomes
dynamic, active, works out; it is very alert and
extremely prrnctual. Then this attention
doesn't get bored at all'... Boredom comes
when your attention becomes tired. But here
the attention is fulI of light."

'The second thing that is the nature of Spirit
is that it tells you the truth, the absolute
truth." When your connection is complete,

that is the state of nirailulpa. Then your
attention is absolutely correct, your vibrations
are correct and what information you get is
hundred percent, For example, if you worship
Shri Ganesha and want to know about Him
you can ask, 'Mother, is Gauri Putra bestowed
upon Mooladhara in ourseU?' "Of course, all
those who are realized will get tremendous
vibrations." What's wrong with us that,
without connection, we call 'Shiva, Shiva,
Shiva?' "Is He in our pocket? Is He our
servant? But if you are realized, even taking
once His narne is sufficient. He acts-because
we are in His kingdom." If you are connected
then not only will that Deity help but also
anyone who is troubling you will bl4l tSht,
Wiratever you want is also done. All kinds of
manoratlus (desires) are fulfilled.

'The third nature of the spirit is that it is love.
Because it is love it gives you ioy. But
niroajya-this love-doesn't want anything" ft
just gives such a soothing, beautiful feeling...
all your stress goes out."

This is meta-modern science, above modern
science. But do we who are Indians know we
have this heritage of ours? We believe more in
the English language and knowledge: We
should believe. in our own culture and our
own knowledge. Sahaia Yoga is very ancient'
"Nanak has said, 'Salwia samadhi lago."' Every
saint has described it. '€pirit is what we have
to be. That's the ultimate goal of our life. All
the rest of them fall in line, and that's what
we have got from every scripture, from every
incarnation, from everywhere. Let us now iust
think that, 'Let us become the Spirit and then
let us becorne a realized soul, a master.' May
God Bless you."
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"l bow to all the seekers of truth. At the very
outset we have to know that truth is what it
is. We cannot change -it. We cannot
conceptualize it. We have to know it.
Unfortunately at this human awareness level
we cannot know the truth. We have to
become the Spirit. Whatever I am telling you
today need not be accepted, no need to have
blind faith because all of them have praised
Sahaia Yoga so much, but keep your mind
open like a scientist and I have put before you
this hypothesis and if it works, as honest
people you have to accept it because it is for
your benevolence and it is for the benevolence
of the whole world. I am so very joyous to see
these flowers from all the countries where I
have so many children. It fills my heart to see
the harmony between these flowers-the way
they are so harmonious."

We have people from all kinds of races,
nationalities, religions and political systems.
"But there is such a beautiful brotherhood and
sisterhood among them. Without any effort it
has been achieved. Automatically they have
become so beautiful because there is between
ourselves and the reality a very little distance.
If we can cover that distance and if we csuld
absorb the reality then you'll be amazed how
you are so fantastic, so glorious, so
wonderful."

If we see the world we have all kinds of
problems-ecological, political, economic, and
family problems. "But the center point of all
these problems is one-that's the human
being. And if somehow we can transform this
hwnan being into a ncw awareness of
universality, then all these problems can be
solved." All the saints and great philosophers
the world over have spoken about the spirit.
"All the scriptures also have talked about

becoming the Spirit. But in reality all these
religions which were very great, which were
very pure, were absolutely real got into a
mess because people who followed them were
either money-oriented or power-oriented.
They were never spirit-oriented. They never
bothered as to how to achieve this ascent."
Neither Buddha nor Mahavira spoke of God
because they thought that if they did so
people would start thinking they belong to
this or that religion. So they talked about the
formless which is the Spirit, and they insisted
that you should have your seU-realization. It
was the s.une with Guru Nanak and
Mohammed Sahib. They all talked about the
Formless Dvinity.

"But whether you talk of the form or the
formless, it is a talk. Like if you talk about the
flowers, you don't get the honey. And if you
also talk of the honey, you don't get the
honey. Talks are talks. These are words. In
Sanskrit, Shri Adi Shankaracharya called this
as slabda jalam, is the web of the words. How
to go beyond the web of the words? Of
course, Kundalini awakening is not a new
thing in this country. Sahaja Yoga also is not
a new thing. And it has been expressed in all
the scriptures that unless you become the
Spirit, unless and until you are reborn, you
cannot know the religion. That doesn't mean
you know it by your efforts. Mentally
everybody knows what their religion or
philosophy is. Recently it was shocking to
hear that many Annenians killed Azerbaipns
because they are Muslims but before going to
kill them they used to read the Bible. How
can it be? Just imagine Christians doing that."
Islam is one of the best religions, but nobody
has understood what Mohammed Sahib has
said that you have to know it. Knaw comes
from the Sanskrit word, gna. Early Christians
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also were called Gnostics because they knew'

It means to knous on yonr central nervous

system, not mentally. That's wfY as soon as

Paul took over, Christ's disciples ran away'

and when Thomas came to India he hid all

the knowledge about reality in a iar in Egypt'

'This was because he would have been

persecuted by people who were interested in

brganizing r6tigiot, in making money out of

it.is u t"ittlt oI all this nonsens€, people said

better not talk of religion. In the name of

religion they murder and kill. How can that

be ireligious act? Human beings can make a

mess of Everything' That does not mean there

is no divinity or realitY."

"ln the past, very few people got realization'
Raja Janaka gave realization to only one

peison, Nachiketa. It was a very slow process'

bne Guru gave realization to only one

disciple. Then the twelfth century

Gynaneshwar requested his guru to at least

aliow him to write about it in simple

language. In his book, Gyna1teslwari, he wrote

abouttfrundalini in thetixth chapter' But the
people in charge of religion did not allow

lny^ot" to read that chapter even-though it

wis written in the local language' It has also

been written about fourteen thousand years

back by Markandeya in Sanskrit' In the sixth

century Adi Shankaracharya also wrote about

it. In the villages of Maharashtra they all sing

Namdev's Poem saying, 'O Mother, gtje Te
the Yoga, give me-the connection with the

Divine po*er.' From ages they have been

singing,-not knowing what they are ginging
aUolut."ffren the devblopment came through

Guru Nanak, Kabirdas, Ramdas Swami,

Tukaram. All these great saints incarnated in

this country, specially Kabirdas-and Nanak

Sahib, anil lt"ry clearly talked about

Kundalini. "But itiil people misunderstood
because there was no way to know it' So in

these modern times... I thought that whatever
is the discovery for one person has to be for

the masses-that people should know about
it. Only one person knowing on the central
nervous system can not be accepted." That's

why they were crucified and poisoned. When

they died then of course they built temples in
their names, but while they lived nobody
accepted them.

"somehow or other I could manage a method
by which you could raise the Kundalini of
*"tt.t. So when the Kundalini rises She
connects you to this all pervading power' This
all pervading Power is doing 4li1ing ryoTk'
toot at theie'flowers. We take them all for
granted. Look at otrr eye... Ifsa great work of
I uery delicate camera. What about your brain
whicir is another gteat computer, Area{l
programmed? But we iust accept it"' and do
not-want to know how it works. All the living
processes we accept blind folded and we are
not at all concerned as to lnow how these
flowers have come out of the mother earth,
how their heights are maintained, how their
colors are relroduced from a smdl little
seed." But this all pervading Power is Pur-9
love. That pure love is the energy-that does all
these beauliful delicate things. "Once you are
connected with that, your Spirit gets
enlightened.... It enlightens your attention' As
your attention enlightens you _become 

a
different personality-altogether. First of all
you becorne colleitively conscious"' This
h"uttt you know about others and their
subtle clnters as also you know about your
own centers on your finger tips' You know
your problems ind the probleT? .of others'
tThese centers are the ones which are the

' foundations of our physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual being. When y9u put these
centeri right, You are all right'

In Delhi, there are doctors who have got their
M.D. in cures of Sahaja Yoga. Many diseases
which are suPPosed io be incurable can be
easily cured it 

^Sanup Yoga because.when.the
Kunialini Passes through these six centers
She enlightens, nourishes and integrates those
centers."It's not like one part of the body is

treated and another is neglected, but in

totality you are all right. S!t"-plg Y.ou in the
centri irath of balance. With this light yot

becomei wise person because you can empty

io* mind 
"t 

any time. This is called



thoughtless awareness. At that time you
become absolutely peaceful. When this
connection is established well then you
become full of doubtless awareness which
means you become so powerful that you can
give realization to others, cure people, and
talk about Sahaja Yoga as your own
knowledge. I have guided whenever they
have asked questions and things about it but
much has come from within, and the
enlightenment has told them that these
scriptures are very different from the way
people are following them. They can now see
the enlightenment of these great souls who
came on this earth to help us.

"So in the evolutionary process we are just
standing at the edge of our last breakthrough
and that is self-realization and the whole
world has to get it. I don't know whether the
whole world will get it or not but the way it's
moving in Sahaja Yoga... I feel that lots of
people in my lifetime only will get
realization." Not only that, but they will form
that beautiful society which doesn't fight,
have violence, doesn't cheat, is not ambitious,
does not quarrel, doesn't talk ill of others and
doesn't cut each others' throat. 'These ideas
do not come into their head. They are
extremely moral. They don't look at other
women, they do not trouble their children,
they are the most law-abiding people*
automatically. I don't have to tell them, Don't
do.' ...AIl their bad habits drop out." A boy
who came to Shri Mataji who was a drug
addict in a half coma state gave up drugs
completely the next morning. Nowadays they
are appointing the military to fight
dmgs-they are trying everything. "No need.
lust awaken them. In awakening, in that little
light you see yoruself-what's wrong with
you and also you have the power to throw it
away so you throw it away in no time."

There are so many doctors in Delhi who have
done wonders and have taken up Sahaja Yoga
as a scientific system of the Divine and they
have brought it down to the level of medical
science. Evcn in Canada there is a doctor who

has worked it out how dead souls act. There
are some scientists who have found how the
carbon is on the Mooladhara and how it
works. These scientists have taken it up
seriously and are trying to work it out. There
are some Muslims who are trying to write
Koran Enlightened. Somebody has written
Gita Enlightened already. All these efforts are
done for no payment at all. I don't take any
money because after all, for living work how
much money do we pay to the mother earth?
We cannot pay for it. But all of the Sahaia
Yogis also donft take any money. They are
working very hard and are going all over the
world to help. We have another doctor who
has worked very hard in Russia. The Germans
came to Russia to help. They felt it their duty
to rectify what their forefathers had done.
Such love and attention that you can't believe
that they are Germans.

It is something so beautiful within yourself. It
is so magnanimous, righteous and moral. All
that starts manifesting and that is how
humanity has to emancipate. "Al1 this credit
they are giving to Me, but I would say also
credit to them because they are very honest
and intelligent people. They could see the
point very clearly. In these modern days
when people just talk of science and of
technology, to accept the divine technology is
a very difficult thing. But when they see the
results they are honest to accept it and to
understand it. That is how we are going to
work out the problems of  th is
world---epecially the political problems. Thank
God to Mr. Gorbachev that it is now subsided
quite a lot. But now we have another problem
of fundamentalism" and Sahaja Yoga is the
only way we can solve it because we believe
in all the religions, prophets, saints and
incarnations. We believe in all the essences of
the religions and worship all of them. So how
can we f ight? There cannot be
fundamentalism. This is the solution today for
all the people who believe in one religion. The
rest are all wrong.

"I am very happy and very thankful to all of
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those who have sent Me all these beautiful
flowers, reminding Me of their love for Me.
Every airport I leave, I feel My heart
is wrenched with all the people who are
there, and I start thinking, 'Now when will
I meet them again?' And when I go to another
airport, I see all of them there standing
and singing and I say, 'lfs all right, I have
to be here also. It's such a satisfying thing.
I never feel actually My age - or anything.
No work....It is such an energy grving thing...
to see that so many people are enjoying their
life, their children, their family life, their
social life. We have to create this new, a
beautiful world. We are not going to allow
this world to be destroyed by the stupidity
of a few people, but wisdom has to come to
all of us. On this day I was born and actually

I did not know that I will achieve anything
in My lifetime.... My father who was a
realized soul used to always tell Me, Don't
talk about any reality... till You have found
out the en-masse evolution of people, iust
don't say a word because You will create
another Koran or Bible or something-it is
useless. So You first of all see to it that
You achieve that state for human beings.' I
arn so happy that it is spreading so fast<tot
because of Me. It is because of all of them
that once they get the light they entghten
other people. So also I thank you all very
much for this celebration and in My heart I
also celebrate the way you people have come
up. You have achieved so much for your
achievements. I congratulate you all. Thank
you very much."

"l don't know what to say about so much
love with which you have celebrated this
Birthday. It is true that you did receive your
self-realization in Sahaja Yoga and it was Me
who told you all about it. But it is your own
power that got awakened and You are
endowed with your own Power. I am what I
am. I didn't have to become anything but it is
your specialty that you have become
something. You have gained something. You
achieved something. What a great thing it is
that you became self-enlightened with your
spirit. It was said that Gtrms are self-
enlightened. Today all Sahaia Yogis are self-
enlightened."

"People follow different religions and obey all
their regulations with great difficulty, fast, go
to Himalayas, stand on their heads... but they
don't have the light of their spirit inside
them.... For example, you consider someone as

your guru, but you don't become like that
guru. You only mentally accept someone as
your guru, imd mentally accept God. But
mental acceptance in this sense does not me;m
those powers and personality become
enlightened in you. You only accept those
gurus because they have risen higher than
you."

For example, in Buddhism "the Middle Path
was suggested but later people took it to the
left and to the right. Those who took it to the
right became totally ascetic, sanyasis.... They
made it so difficult that many people finished
off on this path itself... eating food only once
aday, sleeping on the earth,living in freezing
cold temperatutes, etc. and whatever were the
nahual needs were suPPressed. This type of
suppression in a way makes the human
temperament (character) very excitable. Not
only that people become irritable and even
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aggressive but a lot of anger is also contained
within. When the anger is suppressed it
grows even more and such people move on to
supraconscious and they obtain siddhis which
enable them to influence other people."

'€o this religion founded by Lord Buddha
which was so great that we may obtain
nirvann was pushed by people onto the right
side.... Another thing was that some people
thought, trlo, let's go to the left side'and this
gave birth to tantrism.... The left side grew so
much that everywhere people feII tnto bhlot
(dead spirit) aidya,pret (corpse) uidya, smaslun
(cemetery) aidya. In this way two types of
people came to Buddhism. Buddha has no
relation (connection) with them, neither does
Buddhism have anything to do with them.
The same thing, you see, is seen in
Christianity as well. First these people
thought, 'Let's obtain some authority, Power
vested in us, so in the pursuit of this they
killed and hurt people and did anything.
Jesus Christ had taught them to forgive
everyone but they did this instead."

'The same thing holds about Muslims....
There is a big rift between the Muslims (the
followers of Islam) and Islam.... In Hinduism
it is explained that within everybody resides
the atma.If the same spirit resides in us then
how do we foliow a caste system?... Valmiki
who wrote the Ramayana-Who was he? He
was a robber and a fisherman, and Shri Rama
raised him to the height where he became the
one to write the Ramayana. He (Shri Rama) ate
fruits tested by a hunter wornan. And Vyasa
who wrote Gifa-Who was he? He was an
illegitimate son of a hunter wotnan. This was
all done to demonstrate that the caste system
which separates us is an attitude within us.
We have a propensity or an inclination
towards it. One who has the inclination
towards God can alone be called a brahman.
From this viewpoint, Valmiki was a brahmnn
and Vyasa was also a brahman."

"So the caste systern based on occupations
became a social norrn only after a long time

and was refuted many a time by the
incarnations who came.... Namdeva, who wag
a great poet from Maharashtra was a tailor.
His maid must have been of a lower caste, but
even her poetry is in the Grantlwsalub. Of
course, Namdeva's poetry is also there in the
Grantlasalub. Guru Nanak recognized this
because he had reached a state. One who
reaches a state understands what is real and
what is a falsehood. We should be
compassionate towards those who are
following a false religion under a fear. We
should have compassion for them because
they are blind. As IGbirdasji has expliained,
'Kaise samazau sab jag anillu (How can I
explain? The whole world is blind).' Those
who are blind remain in that same blind state.
Some say, 'l am Christian,' some say, 'I am
Muslim,' some people say, 'I am Sikh.' No
sooner than you say, 'I am this' than you
separate youlselves."

"But in Sahaia Yoga you have understood that
the principle of all religions is the same. We
accept all religions. As soon as we accept all
religions, the problem of fundamentalism
which is a problem of today will be solved.
Today's problem of the blind following of
religions leading to quarrels and fights all
over the world will cease at once as soon as
we think that all religions are based on same
principle. Of course, more thinking won't
help. It is to be imbibed inside. It has to be
established in us. It is established in you, in
the whole universe it has to be established."

"Until the spirit is awakened, no religion can
be absorbed or established within us. It iust
cannot be imbibed. It remains on the outside
and when it is on the outside it moves away
from a balance. People either become power
oriented or money oriented. They do not
move toward the spirit, they are not spirit
oriented. When the light of the spirit comes/
then at once human beings discover this (sel0
principle established within. For this, human
beings don't have to make any effort.
Spontaneously! Sahaj! Saluja samailhi lago. This
feeling comes in a very sahaj way to human
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beings.... When you accept ole Vishwa
Dharma, in that all religions are there and to
respect all religions is wisdom, is discretion'
And to respect all the incarnations, and all the

saints, viiionaries is not just verbal or
intellectual but is established within us

spontaneously with the light of the spirit."

"Becoming Sahaja Yogis means you have
become gJod people. See, you cannot murder
anyone, kill 

- 
anyone, you cannot touch

anything that belongs to others, you cannot
steal, yo=u just don't do it' You don't say bad
things about anyone, you don't pull someone
down, you don't enter into competition""
WherevLr you are, you are sitting in complete
satisfaction and are growing, evolving
spontaneously. You are not cruel to allygne'
vvhatevet is the outside attraction which is

with the people does not hold with you' This
is so beciuse you are in swabhiman which is

the respect for the self. Your eyes have
become steady and they don't shift or move
from place to place."

"All this you have become and people tell Me

that I am such that I cure so many diseases
and I don't take any money. And what about
you people? You also do the work o{ Sahaja
Yoga without taking any money. I -haven't

seen anyone asking for money or anything for

the work of Sahaja Yoga. Such beautiful
poems you people compose! Such beautiful
iongs you sing! I haven't sen anyone saying
he wants money for this work You even
laugh at this saying, "What's all this?' You
have come out of all these things and you

don't even know anything about yourselves
and giving all this honor to Me.... You have
your own Power inside you which got
iwakened and you attained your own spirit,
and this spirit has made you this way. And
how honorable it is that you have become
people of great qualities."

"You go anywhere-you may go to America,
anywhere. When Sahaia Yogis see Sahaia
Yogis they feel joyous and eager to host them,
look after them, provide them comfort....

Sometimes people take advantage and lie and
stay somewtreie. Even then they look after
them.... Until the Person is in totally bad
shape, people tolerite him. Even when there
is atorture, they bear it.... No one comes and
complains to Me, They are Possessed, please
ask ihem to go out of Sahaia Yoga.' You
tolerate. Only if someone says bad things
about Me, then I have seen You cannot
tolerate it. Then you lose all your tolerance,
this I have seen. And this is one test that you
love Me very much. And as you have given
Me so much love I have more and more
confidence in My vision that the whole world
gets the realization."

"Until there is realization the problems of this
world won't be solved.... Our problems are
ecological, economic problems, _political
problems, and many others.... Who is
iesponsible for these problems? Who is
answerable for these? Human beings! Man
has caused this problem and if this man is

transf ormed and rt o ishw ab andhutw a (univ ersal
brotherhood) is awakened, universality is
awakened within, then the problems are

over.... Your desire, your mind is really a

great thing! Now whenever you-read the
iewspaper, collectively you should desire,
suy,'Mother,let the whole problem of Puniab
be resolved.' It will be resolved, something
wiil happen." If You have anl other
problems-like poverty-bl sa).tlq,_'Poverty,

ioverty,' it will not be resolved. "\ffe are like

ifre miiate stream of a river. We are like that'
We are not very rich, neither are we very
poor. As the middle stream 

-goes 
on

ixpanding, the rich will come in and the poor

witl also 5e merged in it and in this way onl-y

our problems will be solved. M*I people

even- desire poverty, by which they can

remain the obiect of discussion and attention'-

"So you will neverfind this grace, this kind of

feelihg of love for each other, in any other
people. This is not in any society but it is in

bur-sahala Yoga. And for this you should be

congrattiated and you should be specially
honired.... A lot is done, but within there is



no change-how ever much they do abishek
(ritual bathing) for the Devi and other
things-all the things in the world, they don't
change, they remain the same. Whatever they
are doing, they are doing. Whatever wrong
things they are doing, they are still doing,
there is no special thing about them."

'?ut Sahaja Yoga is a very special thing and
see in how many countries Sahaja Yoga has
spread. I am greatly surprised-l never
thought it would spread like this. I thought
some people would become and would
spread ahead later but I never thought in My
own lifetime people would attain this. And
the dream tfrat t irad in My mind is fulfilled
today. And now whatever you people do,
whatever you think, whatever you handle,
first you must remember that we are yogis.
We are not ordinary. We are yogis and are
special so we have to look at everyone with
special attention, and how ever many people
should be made yogs. This is the only way

the welfare of the world will be attained in
the way our welfare is attained."

"If with age you have not developed maturity
then there is nothing in the increase in age.
You are also growing in Sahaia Yoga but it is
necessary that we develop maturity. When
you slowly mature in it then you yourself will
benefit many people like a big tree. You all
have got these powers and I wish that
whatever all powers you think are in Me
should come to you all and you all become
one greater than the other."

"A Mother always thinks that Her children
should get much more than Herself and
should be happy. It is such a ioy giving thing
that you are all sitting in joy and enjoying
that niroana far which many people have
struggled so hard and that you have attained
without effort. This is all your past.... My
infinite blessings on you always."

This is a short retrospective account of the
Shri Kundalini Puja which took place on June
21, '1,992 in Cabella. Shri Mataji has pointed
out that Kundalini Puja is a new puja, which
was never celebrated before the advent of
Sahaia Yoga as people's own Kundalini was
not awakened. Unlike .Sahasrara Day and
Diwali, for example, it is a puja with no
specific date or period of the 1iear, and can be
celebrated at any time. This year for the first
time, by our Dvine Mothe/s Graee, it was
being celebrated in Cabella.

Our hosts for Kundalini Puja were Belgium,
Holland, and Spain, and on the evening
before the puja they laid on a splendid
entertainment for Shri Mataji and Her
assembled children. The evening began with
some beautiftrl western classical songs,

selected from Bach's Magnificat, Handel
oratorios, and Mozart's Don Giooanni, sung by
two Spanish ladies who received a long
ovation.

The Drtch lad,ies then performed a
remarkable dance which they had developed
earlier this year during a seminar in Holland.
This depicted the creation of the Universe,
with the Deities of the different Adi Chakras
being created through the dance of Adi Shakti
around Shri Shiva. This was followed by the
darkness of Kali Yuga, in which the Deities all
succumbed to sleep. Then came the Advent of
Sahaja'Yoga in which Shri Ganesha awoke
the Deities one by one until all were again
dancing together at the feet of Shri Shiva. Ii
was very simply and very movingly done,
and by the end there can have been scarcely
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a dry eye amongst the assembled yops.

Then the Belgians took over, with a complete
change of mood. First came the choir,
discussing what should we do with the
left-side yogi (to the tune of Wlut slull we do
with the drunken sailor?) while fitting action to
words, followed by the right-side yogi, the
nervous yogi, and others. After the song came
a fashion parade of the latest"sahaja styles,
starting with the Scottish saree-in tartan,
and,like the kilt, wearable by both ladies and
gents. This was followed by, amongst others,
the fur-lined arctic saree, the outfit for the
yogi needing a quick clear-out (with separate
footsoak buckets incorporated into outsize
footwear), and the bhajans outfit (a sort of
sleeping bag you can walk around in).

The first half of the evening was concluded
by the Dutch singing a new, sweet song in a
quite modern style with electronic
accompaniment. After a short break ciune a
concerl by our Hemlata, who had come with
her brother, a tabla player and pupil of Ustad
Alla Rakha, and a keyboard player, Mr.
Kunwar Saxena, who managed some very
interesting effects on his synthesiser as he
accompanied Hemlata in a selection of old
favourites and new surprises. Hemlata was to

lead us again the followingday in the bhaians
during the Puja.

The Puja started early Sunday afternoon. Shri
Mataji addressed us first, telling us that the
Puja was a worship not only of the Adi
Kundalini in Herself but also of our own
Kundalini. After the Puja, presents were
offered to Shri Mataji from the different
countries present. A11 the presents were of
silver, and the international present was a
huge antique cylindical vase minu!9ly
decorated with scenes from the life of Shri
Rama. The present from the host countries
was a slightly smaller but similar antique vase
decorated with scenes from the life of Lord
Shiva. The other presents were smaller, and
Shri Mataji commented on each as to how
appropriate it was for the country concerned.
For instance, the Swiss present was a
kamandu, a type of bowl used by the sages to
go begging for food and water. Shri Mataii
commented that here was this prosperous
country, whose prosperity is based on the
money of other countries and peoples,
offering a begging bowl. The French present
was a small bowl, decorated with panels
aroud the side, alternately plain and ornate;
Shri Mataji said that in French art you always
have to leave a lot of emPtY sPace!

A beautiful weekend was spent in Belgium on
July 4 at our Divine Mother's Lotus Feet. In
brief, there were two public Programmes on
the Friday and Sahrrday nights, held in the
ballroom of the Metropol Hotel, a nice big
room which gave a pleasant atmosphere as a
few hundred seekers crowded in, obliging
most of the Sahaja Yogis to stand at the back.
The programme began with a few bhaians
from the Sahaia Yogis, and continued with an
introduction to Sahaja Yoga. Then our sister
Hemlata proceeded to captivate the audience
with some of Ravindra Jain's songs, to loud

applause. This beautiful music settled down
vbry calm and joyful vibrations even before
Stui Uataji began Her address. After the
Saturday frogrimme Hemlata, accom_panied
by her biother on tabla and Mr. Kunwar
Sixena on synthesiser (quite different from
harmonium!) continued to sing for a long time
as Shri Mataji received the new people, fol-
lowed by some Sahaja Yogis, at the front of
the stagt. The evening was rounded 9tr by
somebhajans from the European Sahaja yogl9

before itre prograrnme ended around
midnight.



On Saturday morning all the Sahaja Yogis
assembled at the new Belgian ashram, an old
brewery and farmhouse about half an hour
south of Brussels, to celebrate the Shri
Vishnumaya Puja. The new ashram is quite a
big building, which is just as well as already
many Sahaja Yogis have indicated a wish to
live there. It needs some work but has great
potential. Shri Mataji stayed there during Her
visit, along with some visiting Sahaja Yogis
from France, England, America, Switzerland,
and Germany. Other visitors were lodged
with Sahaja Yogis in Brussels.

The Puia was held in the courtyard of the
farm, under a large canvas sheet which kept
us dry from the rain that threatened. The
weather stayed fine during Shri Mataji's talk,
but as soon as the puja began and the first
drops of water were poured on Shri Mataji's
Lotus Feet the heavens opened, and the
ensuing downpour was so strong that on the
video the only thing audible is the noise of
the rain-which stopped precisely at the end
of that part of the puja, and began again, for
a short while, at the start of the Lakshmi Puja.

Shri Mataii told us about Shri Vishnumaya,
who is Shri Kali, the daughter of Shri
Mahakali. She took birth at the time of Lord
Krishna and was killed by the rakshasa
Kamsa, Krishna's uncle. As She died She
announced to him, with thunder and
lightning, that Krishna was on the earth and
that Kamsa's days were numbered. She then
took birth again as Draupadi, and married the
five Pandavas, symbolising the five elements
through which She expresses Herself. Later
the affront to Her chastity by the Kauravas
led to the war of Mahabharata, as the

Kauravas had to be kilted by the Pandavas to
avenge this offence and preserve the chastity
of the women.

Of course, Shri Mataji spoke about guilg it is
something that arises when the brain and the
heart lose their connectedness. Many guilt
feelings are due to Freud's theories, io [h"t,
for instance, parents are afraid to show
affection for their children. With a car, Shri
Mataji said, if we have to travel with it and it
doesn't work, we repair it, but we don't feel
gurlty or in any way bad about it; this should
be our attitude to ourselves also.

At some time during the weekend Shri Mataji
also expl,ained some lightning strikes that had
happended some time previously after an
inaugural havan had been held in the
courtyard of the farm. The havan, She said,
should have been held inside the building,
but when Shri Vishnumaya saw that the
Sahaja Yogis had innocently made the mistake
of holding it outside, She intervened inside
the building to finish the iob with two bolts of
lightning, clearing out all the vibrational
residues of the old brewery and its proprietor.
Shri Mataji also named Bert Op de Beeck as
the new leader of Belgium.

On Sunday Shri Mataji stayed quietly in Her
room, receiving some Sahaja Yogis, before
leaving in the evening to fly back to Milano
with the musicians. The Sahaja Yogis spent a
very pleasant day together in the courtyard of
the farmhouse, a few metres from Shri
Mataii's room, meditating, chatting, and
watching the video of the previous day's puja.
About a hundred Sahaja Yogis were present
to see Her off at Brussels airport.
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This year's Guru Puja was held by the grace
of our Divine Guru and Mother in Cabella,
Italy. The festivities began late on Friday
evening with a rich music Progranrme given
by Nirmal Sangeet Sarita, who had fust
arrived from India, ioined by four of the
Noida musicians, and our siqter Hemlata.
Before the concert began, Shri Mataii
addressed us briefly to say that since this is
Guru Puja we should exPect to have to
undergo a little tapasya and that we should
not worry about bodily comforts. (Dre to the
lack of accommodation for so many people,
many of us were sleeping under the stars. But
we all seemed to enjoy it!) shri Mataji also
recommended that we keep our attention
restrained and inside, and not to concern
ourselves with socialising around cups of
capuchino, which, as She pointed out, is bad
for the liver!

The highlight of the concert was two songs
composed earlier that day by our Divine
Mother HerseU. Babamama introduced them
by saying that he had known Shri Mataji for
59 years but had never suspected that She is
such a great composer and poet. The songs
talk of Shri Mataji's nature as a guru/ and She
HerseU set them to music in Rag Kafi"and Rag
Bhairavi. They are very beautiful and I expect
we shall be singing them many times again,
as we did during the puja. The Western world
also had its first taste of the folk music of
Noida, which ended the concert and had us
all up and dancing a few times.

The next day was free until the evening.The
sun beat down strongly most of the day, but
towards late afternoon beautiful douds of fine
filigree,like plumes of vibrations, moved over
us to cool us down, refreshing us at once on
both subtle and gross levels. In the early
evening we gathered again in the puja tent for
an evening's entertainment from our German
and ltalian hosts.

The first item was a very meditative harpsi-

chord recital by a Sahaia Yogini from Munich-
This was followed by the first of three plays
from the Munich and U.K. Sahaja Yogis and
the last an international effort, and between
items we enjoyed music from Nirmal Sangeet
Sarita.

The Munich pluy was a hil,arious and vivid
representation of the way negativity works on
our chakras and how the Kundalini clears
them out and gets rid of the negativity. Each
chakra was represented by an actor and the
negativity was represented by a bhoot,
splendidly played by a German yogini with a
giant red wig, who would try to tempt each
ihakra to indulge in whatever was not good
for it, but who was finally driven out by the
Kundalini.

The U.K. Sahaja Yogis last year compiled a-
collection of poems and other writings of
William Blake for a sort of dramatic recital
which they have presented on various
occasions in England, and this was next on
our programme. There was remarkable acting
and beautiful poetry and music.

The international play, this eveningis
highlight, was again scriptea in every detail
down to the iokes, by none other than olu
Divine Mother Herself, during the previous
days! It represented a $oup of seekers of
truth who lravel to see various false gurus,
beginning with the false Sai Baba. The group-
aftLrwards met with parents and reliatives of
some lost seekers, who told how their near
ones had died or suffered terribly at his
hands. Then we saw a number of students of
another movement, learning 'fLyrng' and
compliaining of how they were getting sore
bott6ms. Then there was a fight between
female devotees of Chinmoy boasting of how
easy it was to be seduced by their guru, and
some Brahma Kumaris boasting of how they
would remain virgins all their lives. The
orange people came next, and then we were
taken to a 

-western 
setting as TV evangelist
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Jimmy Sweetheart, complete with dancing
girls and studio audience, told in his
inimitable way, punctuated with appeals for
money, how the Lord had found him in a
place of very ill repute and had told him in a
voice of thunder, Jimmy, get dressed!'As on
the previous evening, we ended with music
and dancing to the strains of our brothers and
sisters from Nagpur and Noida.

The Puja took place on Sunddy afternoon. Shri
Mataji arrived shortly after one o'clock in the
Puja tent which was full to overflowing, with
the sides of the tent rolled up and quite a few
people sitting outside and looking in. In Her
discourse, long and rich, Shri Mataji treated
many topics, starting with the way we must
achieve the state of a guru. A 'status' is

something external. The status of a guru is
not the aim, but the state, which is something
inner. Shri Matai mentioned the importance
of being in the Nirvichara state, and
mentioned that whenever anything happened
to us we should immediately be in the
thoughtless state, using the mantra of
Nirvichara, iust to be above whatever is going
on, to be still, the witness. She compared
Herself, and us, with gurus-tme gurus<f
the past and present, who treated their
disciples with tremendous severity. She does
not do that, but is very gentle and
compassionate, and we must follow Her
divine example in this.

The three articles abtout recent pujas were
contributed by PhiI Ward, Switzuland

AUGUST

Sa-Mo

Tu-We
Th
Fr-Su
Mo-Tu
We
Fr-Su
Su-We
Th
Fr-Su

SEPTEMBER

Tu-We
Th
Me-We
Th
Fr
Sa-Su
Mo
Tu-We
Th-Mo

1-3

4-5
6
7-9
10-11
1,2
14-'t6
23-26
27
28-30

1*2
J

74
10
1r
1Z-13
74
15-16,
17*21

Warsaw to Moscow on lst, Public Program on 2nd,
Conference on 3rd
Tagliatti Public Program on 4th, Seminar on 5th
Kiev Public Program
St.Petersburg, three Public Programs
Helsinki, Public Program on 11th
Travel to Milan, Cabella
Shri Krishna Puja in Cabella, organised by America
Germany
To Cabella
Shri Ganesha Puja in Cabella, organised by Austria

Switzerland
To C-abella
To New York, Public Programs on 8th and 9th
Cincinnati, Public Program
Toronto, Public Program
Vancouver National Puja, Public Program
Seattle, Public Program
Los Angeles, Public Program on Wednesday
New York, National Puja, to Cabella on 21st
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